Localization of δ-crystallin RNA during lens morphogenesis and differentiation in the normal and Talpid3 chick embryo
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ABSTRACT Embryonic lens fiber cell differentiation in the chick is marked by the accumulation of δ-crystallin protein. The levels of δ-crystallin RNA are shown here to rise dramatically in the cells of the posterior lens pit prior to their elongation and differentiation as lens fibers. This increase correlates with regional proximity to the underlying optic cup (future retina). This accumulation of δ-crystallin RNA during lens induction operates selectively on the δ1-crystallin transcripts whereas δ2-crystallin/argininosuccinate lyase RNA is detectable at lower levels in all developing ocular tissues throughout this period. The talpid3 mutant forms a flat «bridge» of thickened placode-like cells in the head epithelium between the two lens placodes, and this bridge also accumulates δ1-crystallin RNA, suggesting that the selective increase in δ1-crystallin RNA levels over those of δ2-crystallin represents an early event in cellular commitment to lens fiber differentiation in the chick. The significance of the sequence of temporal changes in inductive sources for lens fiber formation is discussed, and we propose that the role of the optic cup is to provide, bound to its extra-cellular material (ECM), a high local concentration of the same growth factors which act as fiber inducers in the older eye.
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Introduction

Morphogenesis and cell differentiation proceed concurrently during embryonic development and are effected, at least in part, by a temporal hierarchy of inductive interactions which progressively restrict and eventually determine the cellular and molecular characteristics subsequently expressed.

The transparent vertebrate lens is derived from competent head ectoderm after an inductive interaction with the evaginating neuroectoderm (optic vesicle). The lens placode cells thus formed invaginate into the neuroectodermal optic cup (future retina) and form a vesicle, and the primary fibers which form by elongation of the cells of the posterior vesicle project into its lumen. All subsequent lens fibers (secondary fibers) are formed from the equatorial region of the lens epithelium. In birds and reptiles, these equatorial cells acquire a columnar shape and constitute the annular pad. The cellular and molecular features of lens induction and differentiation are reviewed by McAvoy (1980) and Piatigorsky (1981).

The area of head ectoderm competent to form lens is much larger than that which normally comes into contact with, and is induced by the optic vesicle (see, for example, Borabenov and Fedtsova 1982), and this competence is thought to result from earlier inductive interactions during gastrulation (reviewed by Saha et al., 1989).

Although a latent competence for lens differentiation is maintained in a number of embryonic chick tissues, including retina, as evidenced by their capacity to transdifferentiate to the lens phenotype in vitro (reviewed by Clayton, 1990), reports of ectopic lens formation in vivo are restricted to three independent autosomal recessive talpid mutations in the domestic fowl (see Ede and Kelly, 1964).

The effects of the homozygous condition in talpid3 are highly pleiotropic, including abnormal limb development and a gross distortion of the morphology in the head region which includes a failure of pituitary differentiation from the hypophysis, the formation of multiple epiphyses (future pineal) as well as the formation of a palisaded ventral ocular bridge connecting the eye lenses, which because of a ventral displacement of the optic cups, are closer together than normal. There is also a variable production of small and large ectopic lenses in the mid-line head mesenchyme (Ede and Kelly, 1964).

The occurrence of ectopic lenses and a lens bridge in the talpid3 mutant provide a unique opportunity not only to investigate the mechanisms involved in lens induction but also to test the specificity.
Fig. 1. Localization of $\delta$-crystallin RNA by *in situ* hybridization in transverse sections of chick embryos at stage 11.5 (A, B), stage 12 (C, D) and stage 15 (E, F). The regions of A, C and E shown at a higher magnification in B, D and F are indicated. Scale bar for B, D and F represents 10 $\mu$m.

The relationship between lens induction and biochemical differentiation in the chick has focused primarily on the expression of $\delta$-crystallin, which is both the first crystallin to appear and the most...
abundant soluble protein throughout the embryonic period (Rabaey, 1962). The level of δ-crystallin synthesis rises dramatically as the lens pit is formed (Katoh and Yoshida, 1973) and the protein localizes to the most central and posterior cells in this structure (Zwaan and Ikeda, 1968; Brahma and van Dooremaalen, 1971). Quantitative solution hybridization using embryo head RNA shows that δ-crystallin RNA accumulates steadily before the rise in synthesis of δ-crystallin protein and extrapolation of these results backwards in time pointed to placode formation as the point at which δ-crystallin RNA accumulation is initiated (Shinohara and Piatigorsky, 1976). However, recent evidence shows that the initiation of δ-crystallin transcription must occur very much earlier than previously thought, at a time prior to any overt lens differentiation, since very low levels of δ-crystallin RNA are present (<10 transcripts/cell) not only in competent head ectoderm but also in head mesoderm, neural tube and trunk ectoderm and mesoderm (Sullivan et al., 1991). The level of δ-crystallin RNA and protein in the lens, once formed, remains high throughout the embryonic period and both the protein and RNA levels are over ten times higher in the lens fiber mass than in the central or equatorial epithelium (Pal and Modek, 1984; Hejtmancik et al., 1985).

In situ hybridization has been used to study the localization of α-, β- and γ-crystallin RNAs during lens development in rats (van Leen et al., 1987) and mice (Treton et al., 1991), but there has been no study in birds, and mammals lack both δ-crystallin as a major lens protein and an annular pad region as a distinct morphological structure.

The chick genome contains two non-allelic δ-crystallin genes which exhibit a very high degree of sequence homology (Nickerson et al., 1988). Transcripts of both δ-crystallin genes are found in the lens but the level of δ1-crystallin RNA is higher than that of δ2-crystallin RNA in the lens (Parker et al., 1988; Head et al., 1991b) and is especially high in the lens fiber mass (Thomas et al., 1990; Head et al., 1991b).

The lower levels of δ-crystallin RNA previously detected in non-lens tissues, including embryonic retina and brain (Agata et al., 1983; Bower et al., 1983), are largely but not exclusively those of δ2-crystallin (Thomas et al., 1990; Head et al., 1991b). It seems increasingly likely that the function of δ2-crystallin in non-lens tissues is that of the urea cycle enzyme argininosuccinate lyase (ASL) (Piatigorsky et al., 1988; de Pomeraï et al., 1991). However, unlike δ2-crystallin, δ1-crystallin expressed in mouse or yeast cells has no ASL activity (Barbosa et al., 1991; Kondoh et al., 1991) so that any role it may play in extralenticular sites must be non-enzymic (Head et al., 1991b).

We have studied the ontogeny and inter- and intracellular localization of δ-crystallin RNA during lens morphogenesis in the normal and in the taipid² chick in order to examine the relationship between lens induction, fiber formation and the accumulation of δ-crystallin RNA.
In order to discriminate between the transcripts of the δ1- and δ2-crystallin genes in developing ocular tissues, we have employed the gene-specific oligonucleotide probes described previously (Parker et al., 1988; Head et al., 1991b).

Results

The localization and time course of accumulation of δ-crystallin transcripts during lens morphogenesis were assessed by in situ hybridization of a δ-crystallin probe to sectioned embryos of selected developmental stages. At stage 11.5 the number of grains over cells of the lens placode is low and similar to the number seen over cells of the surrounding head ectoderm and optic vesicle (Fig. 1A, B). At stage 12 cells of the invaginating lens placode are moderately heavily labeled (Fig. 1C, D) and by stage 15 the intensity of the labeling has again increased, particularly in the most central and posterior region of the lens pit which is in the closest contact with the optic cup (Fig. 1E, F). The association of proximity to the optic cup and δ-crystallin expression is seen most clearly at stage 15 when transmitted light and dark-field photomicrographs are compared (Fig. 2). Both in a section containing the optic pore (Fig. 2A) and in a section from this same stage (which does not include the optic pore and therefore appears to show a lens vesicle, Fig. 2B), only the areas around the circumference of the lens pit which are in closest apposition to the optic cup are labeled intensely (Fig. 2C, D). Hybridization with the α- and β-crystallin probes to neighboring sections at these developmental stages gave negative results (data not shown).

The intracellular localization and accumulation of δ-crystallin transcripts was assessed in squashes of dissected lens rudiments (Fig. 3). The cells of the flat placode show light nuclear labeling with no cytoplasmic label (Fig. 3A). Both the degree of labeling and the proportion of grains found in the cytoplasm of the cells increases in the lens vesicle stage (Fig. 3B) and the 3.5 day lens stage (stage 21) (Fig. 3C). Hybridization using a δ-crystallin probe cDNA probe shows a virtual absence of label in cells of the 3.5 day stage lens (Fig. 3D).

At 14 days of development, δ-crystallin RNA can be seen in both the nuclear and inner cortical fiber cells, the level being relatively higher in the inner cortical fibers, and a proportion of these cells have heavily labeled nuclei (Fig. 4 C, D). The highest density of labeling evident at this stage is in the transitional region between cells of the annular pad and the most recently formed outer cortical fibers (Fig. 4B). This pattern can be clearly seen at a lower magnification and dark-field illumination (Fig. 5B), but a different pattern is seen when the αA-crystallin probe is used (Fig. 5A). δA-crystallin RNA is abundantly expressed in the annular pad and the outer cortical fibers but is below detectable levels in the inner cortical and nuclear fibers.

At stage 15 of embryonic development in normal chick embryos the most posterior cells of the lens pit are selectively labeled by the δ1-crystallin probe (Fig. 6A) as compared to the labeling pattern seen when the δ2-crystallin probe is used (Fig. 6B). The primary lens fibers seen at stage 18, and at stage 21 (3.5 days) are uniformly and heavily labeled by the δ1-crystallin probe whereas the corresponding lens epithelium is only lightly labeled (Fig. 6C, E). Only low or background levels of silver grains are seen over tissues other than lens with the δ1-crystallin probe (Fig. 6A, C, E) but above
Fig. 4. Localization of δ-crystallin RNA by in situ hybridization to median sagittal sections of 14 day chick embryo eye showing: lens bow region (A) including the cortical fibers (CF) and the annular pad (AP), annular pad/cortical lens fiber boundary (B), inner cortical lens fibers (C) and nuclear lens fibers (D). Scale bars represent 30 μm.

Discussion

The ontogeny of δ-crystallin expression during lens morphogenesis in the chick has been studied previously in situ, at the level of accumulated protein by immunofluorescence (Zwaan and Ikeda, 1968; Brahma and van Doorenmaalen, 1971), and, in dissected material, at the level of protein synthesis (Katoh and Yoshida, 1973) and RNA accumulation (Shinohara and Piatigorsky, 1976). In situ hybridization provides direct evidence that the temporal and spatial localization of crystallin RNA closely parallels the pattern of δ-crystallin accumulation as identified by immunofluorescence studies, implying that all presumptive lens cells which transcribe and accumulate δ-crystallin RNA rapidly process and translate at least some proportion of it.

In sectioned material, lens placode invagination rather than lens placode thickening is the stage at which δ-crystallin RNA can be seen to exhibit a marked accumulation, although hybridization to tissue squashes indicates that this increase occurs from a prior low level of δ-crystallin RNA already expressed in the nuclei of the uninvaginated lens placode cells. A nuclear localization of δ-crystallin RNA was not identified in the sectioned lens placode but there are differences in handling and fixation between these two techniques, and the suitability of the squash technique for the detection of nuclear RNA is documented (Jeanny et al., 1985) and has been commented on by others (Van Leen et al., 1987). Since we did not attempt to prepare squashes of isolated head ectoderm from this early stage, we do not know whether nuclear δ-crystallin RNA marks only the lens placode, and is accumulated in response to lens induction by the optic vesicle, or whether it extends over the entire head ectoderm and may therefore be associated with competence for lens differentiation. Indirect evidence suggests that the former is likely to be the case. Firstly the low levels of δ-crystallin transcripts found in several early embryonic tissue layers, including stage 10 head ectoderm represents <10 transcripts/cell (Sullivan et al.,
Nuclear fibers retain some evenly distributed hybridizable δ-crystallin RNA. Cells in the inner cortical region are still transcribing δ-crystallin RNA at this stage, as judged by the dense nuclear labeling seen in some of the cells, but the annular pad/cortical fiber region has even higher levels of δ-crystallin RNA. The increase in the steady state level of δ-crystallin RNA is relatively abrupt and occurs in the annular pad/cortical fiber boundary just before the zone of cell elongation. These observations suggest that the initiation of high level δ-crystallin expression is associated with cell elongation, just as it is in the cells of the posterior lens pit. This association does not hold true for αA-crystallin gene expression since αA-crystallin RNA is present at high steady state levels in the cells of the annular pad, and the spatial distribution shown here by in situ hybridization closely parallels, and presumably accounts for, the pattern of αA-crystallin accumulation identified by immunofluorescence at this same stage of development (Ueda, 1989). The gradient of decreasing δ-crystallin RNA levels from the lens cortex to the lens nucleus should be interpreted with caution, since there is a corresponding increase in cell length and cell volume (Beebe et al., 1982).

The accumulation of high levels of δ-crystallin protein and RNA (Pal and Modak 1984; Hejtmancik et al., 1985) is due to a selective increase in the level of δ1-crystallin transcripts compared to those of the δ2-crystallin gene (Thomas et al., 1990; Head et al., 1991b). The results presented here clearly demonstrate that the increase in δ-crystallin RNA abundance during lens placode invagination and primary lens fiber formation is also due to a selective increase in δ1-crystallin RNA, with no corresponding increase in the level of δ2-crystallin RNA. However, the extralenticular δ-crystallin transcripts previously detected in these very early embryos (Agata et al., 1983; Bower et al., 1983; Sullivan et al., 1991) are evidently mainly those of δ2-crystallin. These findings are consistent with our previous report on the relative levels of δ1- and δ2-crystallin RNA in lens and retina by Northern transfer and dot blot hybridization at later stages of development (Head et al., 1991b). Our observation that δ2-crystallin RNA is relatively poorly processed irrespective of tissue of origin strongly indicates that δ1- and δ2-crystallin polypeptide levels in non-lens tissues may not directly reflect the relative levels of their respective RNAs (see Head et al., 1991b) Indeed, the δ1-crystallin detectable in post-hatch chick cornea by Western blotting (Head et al., 1991a) has recently been reported to be the δ1-crystallin gene product (Li et al., 1992).

Here we show that the cells of the lens and the lens bridge of the talpid3 mutant both accumulate high levels of δ1-crystallin RNA, while the other extralenticular tissues of talpid3, as in normal chicks, express low levels of δ2-crystallin RNA. We cannot be certain whether the vesicle-like structure which expresses low levels of δ2-crystallin RNA and not δ1-crystallin RNA seen in Fig. 7B is a small ectopic lens or represents the abnormal Rathke’s pouch found in talpid3 (see Ede and Kelly, 1964). The cells of the lens bridge are palisaded but have not acquired a lens fiber cell morphology. The combination of a columnar morphology and the expression of δ1-crystallin RNA suggests that the lens bridge may be analogous to the invaginating lens placode seen during normal development and to the columnar cells of the annular pad of the later lens. The larger scale morphology of the talp3 lens bridge suggests a particularly wide area of early invagination into the mesenchyme in the ventral region between the eyes.

δ1-crystallin expression appears to be regulated during lens development by two successive mechanisms. Firstly, in presumptive primary (nuclear) fibers during lens induction, by intimate
contact with the optic cup, and secondly during secondary (cortical) fiber formation, when any retinal influence could only be indirect, via the vitreous humor. The talpid lens bridge, however falls into neither category.

A number of growth and differentiation factors, including lentropin, insulin, IGF-I, FGF, and retinoic acid, have been shown to affect chick lens fiber formation and &crystallin expression in vitro, and in some cases, such as that of FGF, are known to be synthesized in the retina, to be present in the vitreous humor and to have binding sites in the lens (Beebe et al., 1980, 1987; Mascarelli et al., 1986, 1987; Bassas et al., 1987; Alemany et al., 1989; Bassnett and Beebe, 1990; Patek and Clayton, 1990; Peralta Soler et al., 1990).

In normal embryos the regional specification of lens placode formation from competent head ectoderm results from intimate contact from the evaginating neuroectodermal optic vesicle, and the interfacial matrix during induction is rich in glycoprotein and
Fig. 7. Localization of δ1-crystallin RNA (A-E) and δ2-crystallin RNA (F, G) by in situ hybridization in transverse sections through the head region of a talpid² homozygote at 3.5 days of embryonic development photographed under transmitted light (A, B) or dark-field illumination (C-G). The eye lens, L, and lens bridge, LB, can be seen in A and a vesicle-like structure is arrowed in B. Scale for A, B, C, D and G is shown in B by a 500 μm scale bar. The scale of E and F is shown in E by a 100 μm scale bar.

Hepatocyte proteoglycans (Hendrix and Zwaan, 1974, 1975), including bFGF-binding heparan sulfate proteoglycan (Fayein et al., 1990). It may be, therefore, that the restriction of lens induction to the eye cup contact zone is because the extracellular matrix provides a strictly localized concentration of bFGF or other HBGFs above the necessary threshold required for induction. The closeness of the two eye cups to each other in the talpid² embryo may, similarly, make possible a sufficiently high concentration of soluble inducer in the area between them.

bFGF is present in vitreous humor of later stages and binds to the heparan sulfate proteoglycan of the lens capsule (Cirillo et al., 1990). It is a good candidate inducer of secondary fiber formation (Chamberlain and McAvoy, 1987; McAvoy and Chamberlain, 1989). However, since lens epithelial cells express bFGF (Schweger et
al., 1988) as well as IGFI (Caldês et al., 1991), autocrine factors may also be relevant.

Materials and Methods

in situ hybridization with cloned probes

The PstI inserts from the δ-crystallin cDNA clone M56 (Bower et al., 1983), the δ-crystallin clone C26 (Errington et al., 1988) and the EcoRl fragment of the αA-crystallin genomic clone L21a (Errington et al., 1985) were labeled with 3H-dCTP (>1.85TBq/mmol, Amersham, UK) by random primed synthesis (Feinberg and Vogelstein, 1983). Fertile eggs of the N-J genotype (described in Petak and Clayton, 1986) were incubated for defined periods and the stage of development confirmed by observation according to Hamburger and Hamilton (1951). In situ hybridization with cDNA probes was by the method of Hafen et al. (1983) for sectioned material and Jeanny et al. (1985) for tissue squashes, employing, in both cases, a modified hybridization buffer consisting of 50% formamide, 0.6M NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.0, 1 mM EDTA, 1X Denhardt’s solution, 1% dextran sulfate, 250 μg/ml heat sheared herring sperm DNA, 500 μg/ml yeast tRNA and 3H-labeled probe present at 1 μg/ml. All other steps were as described in Bower et al. (1983). All in situ hybridizations to sectioned tissue material presented here were hybridized with the same δ-crystallin cDNA probe preparation, and exposed for an identical length of time thus allowing direct comparison of local silver grain intensity as a measure of relative δ-crystallin RNA abundance between stages.

in situ hybridization with oligonucleotide probes

After designated periods of egg incubation, chick embryos were examined and classified as affected talpid3 homozygotes or unaffected normal embryos according to the criteria of Ede and Kelly (1954). Chick embryos of an unrelated commercial egg laying strain (N-J) were also examined and their stage of development classified according to Hamburger and Hamilton (1951). Embryo heads were embedded, sectioned and fixed for in situ hybridization as previously described (Bower et al., 1983). The oligonucleotide probes specific for the δ- and δ2-crystallin transcripts were labeled with 3H-dCTP (>1.85TBq/mmol, Amersham, UK) and purified as according to Head et al. (1991b). Hybridization was carried out with 3H-labeled probe present at 0.1 μg/ml in 0.9M NaCl, 90 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 9 mM EDTA, 5X Denhardt’s solution, 1% dextran sulfate, 250 μg/ml heat sheared herring sperm DNA and 500 μg/ml yeast tRNA for 18 h at 37°C. Washing included two 30 minute washes in 3X SSC at 37°C and autoradiography and staining were as described in Bower et al. (1983). Hybridization slides were photographed under transmitted light- and dark-field illumination using an Olympus Vanox microscope.
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